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A~traet. This paper is devoted to classifying the foliations of G with leaves of the form
.qKh - t where G is a compact, connected and simply connected L,c group and K is a connected
closed subgroup of G such that G / K is a rank-I Riemannian symmetric space. In the case
when G / K =S", the homotopy type of space of such foliations is also given.
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I. Introduction
The study of fibrations of spheres by great spheres is a very interesting problem in
geometry and it is very important in the theory of Blaschke manifolds. In [l], Gluck
and Warner have studied the great circle fibrations of the three spheres. In that paper
they have proved very interesting results. When we look at the problem group
theoretically, we see that all the results of [1] go through, for foliations of G with
leaves of the form gKh- 1 where G is a compact, connected and simply connected Lie
group and K is a connected closed subgroup of G such that G/K is a rank- l Riemannian
symmetric space (see [-2]), except perhaps the theorem 3 for the pair (G, K) such that
G/K=CP n, HP ~ etc. Thus this paper is a group theoretic generalisation of [l].
Throughout we will be working with foliations of G with leaves of the form gKhwhere y, heG. We call such foliations admissible.
Let us fix some notations which we will be using throughout:
G-Compact, connected, simply connected Lie group.
K-connected and closed subgroup of G such that G/K is a rank-1 Riemannian
symmetric space.
g-Lie algebra of G.
k-Lie algebra of K.

k) = {Adg(k): g e t } .
Gr(g, k)-universal cover of Gr(g, k).
~-admissible foliation of G.
Unless we specify, we will always be working with continuous foliations.
Let .~:= {gKh-l: g, heG}, ~ is the set of all possible leaves of the foliations ~,~ of
G. The group G x G acts on ~ as follows:

GxGx~-~
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given by
( (,q, h), L ) ~ g L h - i.

This action of G x G on 50 is transitive. Let us denote the isotropy group of the action
at the point K by It. Then we have the following
Lemma I. IK = { (g, h)e N(K) x N(K): g h - i ~ K }
Proof
g K h - t = K =:,yh- I ~ K .
Hence
yKg-t = gKh-lhg-a = Khg-I = K
==.9EN(K), and hence h e N ( K ) . Therefore,
g K h - l = K =~g, h~N(K).

Conversely, let y, h e N ( K ) be such that g h - l e K .
g K h - 1 = g K g - l tjh- l = K g h - t = K.

Hence ( g , h ) e l K. Thus
1x = { ( g , h ) e N ( K ) x N ( K ) : g h - I ~ K } .

Q.E.D.
From the above lemma it follows that
GxG
Ir

We topologise ~ using the bijection G x G/I r ~_ ~ . From now on we shall denote
by G x G/l K for L~.
Let ,~ be an admissible foliation of G. We define an equivalence relation --,on G
as follows. For x, y~G, define x ~ y iff x, y e L for some leaf L in o~. This is an
equivalence relation on G. Let us denote by M s, = G, the quotient space of the
equivalence relation. Then it can easily be seen that G ~ M~ is a fibre bundle with
fibres ,qKh- t. If we write down the homotopy long exact sequence of this fibration,
we see that M~ is simply connected.
Furthermore, we have a continuous inclusion i: M ~ - ~ G x G / I r
which is a
homeomorphism on to its image. We will identify M~ with its image. Thus given an
admissible foliation f f of G, we get a simply connected topological submanifold
M~ ~_ G x G/I r. Observe that I r is a closed subgroup of G x G such that K x K ~_I K__q
N(K) x N(K). The fact that G/K is a rank-I Riemannian symmetric space implies
that (G/K) x ( G / K ) - . G x G/l K is a finite sheeted simply connected covering. Since M f
is simply connected, we can lift M,~ to a simply connected submanifold of G/K x G/K.
We note that there is no uniqueness in the lifting and any two liftings will differ by
an element of rt~((G x G ) / I r ) = ( I r / K x K). We will fix one lifting and continue to
denote the lifted submanifold also by M~.
Remark. If we take G = SU(2) and K = S t, then the lifting of M~ corresponds to
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choosing an orientation of the great circle fibration of S 3. Because of this reason,
after fixing one lifting we say that our foliation is oriented.
From now on we will be working with a fixed oriented admissible foliation only.
After this much of preliminaries, presently we prove two lemmas from which our
main theorem of this section is almost immediate.

Lemma 2. For g, h 9 G,
g K h - 1 c~ K # ~r

e-) = d(h, e-),

where d denotes the Riemannian distance on G/K and ~ denotes the image of the left
coset gK in G/K.
Proof.
g K h - 1 c~ K # ~r

n Kh # ~ .

This is true iff ~eKh-where K h is the K-orbit of h in G/K, the K action being the
induced action of G on G/K. G (and hence K) acts on G/K via isometrics. Furthermore
K fixes & This means that d(~,e--)= d(h, e--).
Conversely, let d(~,e-) = d(h, e-) = r (say). Let S(&r) ~ T~(G/K) be the geodesic sphere
of radius r. Let Yo be the geodesic from ~, to ~ (respectively,)'h be the geodesic from
to h). Both ~,'g(0) and y;,(0)eS(~,r). Since G/K is a rank-I Riemannian symmetric
space, there exists a k e K such that k~,'g(0)= 7;,(0) (see I-2]). This means that #, h are
in the same K-orbit in G/K.
Q.E.D.
So, given M r ~_ (G/K) x (G/K), we know from the above lemma that for any two
distinct points of M : ( g t , hl) and (g2, h2) of M r , d(~l, g2) r d(hl, h2). But what is more
interesting is

Lemma 3. Either d(tj I , g2) > d(hl, h2) or d(# 1, g2) < d(hl, h2) for any two distinct points
(gl, f[l) and (g2, ]{2) in M , .
Proof. The proof follows easily from the fact that M~ is path connected.
Given an oriented admissible foliation :
we have a submanifold M ~
(G/K) x (G/K). We can ask if the converse is true or not. The answer to this question
is our main theorem in this section which we prove now.
Theorem 1. A submanifold M ~ G/K x G/K corresponds to an oriented admissible
foliation ~,~ of G iff M = Graph(f), for some strictly distance decreasing map f from
either of the G/K factor to the other.

Proof. Let M = M r for some oriented admissible foliation ~- of G. Then from the
above lemma we know that for any two distinct points (~t, hl) and (g2, h-2)in M~ either

d(gl, g2) > d(hl,h2)
or
m

m

d(gl,g2) < d(hl,h2)"
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Hence we may (and we will) assume that d(,~l,02)>d(h~,h2). This implies that
d(.~l ,,q2) > 0 always. Hence the map
G
defined by ~(,~, h) = (~ is continuous and injective. This implies that @ is an open map
and hence a homeomorphism of M r on to (G/K).
Now we define another map
G
G
f:~ ~by f(~) = h, where (~, h)r
Then by definition f is strictly distance decreasing and
M,~ = graph (f).
Conversely, let M = graph(f). We will show that M = M~ for some oriented
admissible foliation ~ of G. Let us denote by .~ the collection of all submanifolds
ofthe form g K y - 1 where yr
is any element in the coset f(,~), i.e., .~- = [ ,qKy- ~: ,qcG
and y~f(~)}. We will show that .~- is an oriented foliation of G. Since f is strictly
distance decreasing, g ~Ky~ 1~ 92Ky~ ~ = ~ for ~ # ~2 in G/K and y~r
First we
shall show that G is a continuous union of submanifolds L where L~.~. Since G ~ G/K
is a principal K-bundle, local sections always exist. We will use this fact to prove our
claim.
Consider (~,f(~))~Graph(f). Let V be an open neighbourhood of f(,~)such that
G has a local section Sz over V. Let U be an open neighbourhood of 0 such that G
has a local section $1 over U. We may assume that U is contained in f - 1(V) which
is an open neighbourhood of 0. Hence f ( U ) ~_ V. Now we define a map @v: U x K --* G
by @v(~,k)= Sl(~j)kS2(f(~))-t. The map @v is continuous by the definition. Clearly
@u is injective.
This shows that @v is open. Since G/K is compact, we can choose finitely many
of those U's which cover whole of G. Hence the subset of G which is the finite union
of the images of @u must be open. i.e. w@o(U x K ) ~ G is open. Since M is compact
and each gKh -~ is a closed submanifoid of G, this subset w@u(U x K) must
be compact and hence closed. Thus M = g r a p h ( f ) defines an oriented admissible
foliation of G.
Q.E.D.

Remark. Any constant map f : G / K - - , G / K corresponds to a coset foliation, and
conversely.

2. Differentiability of the foliation
So far we have not said anything about the differentiability of the foliation. In this
section we shall see how the differentiability of the foliation is related to that of the map.
Ifwe start with a strictly distance decreasing differentiable map f such that I1d f [] < l,
we can conclude that the foliation has to be differentiable. We can ask if the converse
is true or not. Our main theorem in this section answers this question afirmatively.
Theorem 2. An oriented foliation M ~ = graph(f) is differentiable (ff f is d(fferentiable
and IIdf I[ < 1.
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Given M~ we get a continuous integrable distribution of the tangent bundle TG of
G. Consider (~, h-)eM~. Then gKh- 1 is a leaf for the foliation ~ of G. For p~gKh- 1,
the tangent space at p tangential to the foliation is Lgkh-1, (Adh(k)).
For a foliation M.~ the leaf gKh- 1, passing through the identity e of G, is of the
form gKg- ~. For there exists a keK such that gkh- ~ = e. This shows that h = gk and
hence gKh- 1 = gKg- x. The tangent space tangential to this leaf at any point gkgis Adg(k).
Let us denote by Gr(g, k) the set of all n-dimensional subspaces of g which are of
the form Ado(k ) where n = d i m K. i.e. Gr(g, k):= {Adg(k): g~G}. G acts on Gr(g, k) via
Ad action and this action is transitive. The isotropy group of the. action at the point
k is N(K). We identify Gr(g, k) with G/N(K). As we had mentioned earlier, since G/K
is a rank-1 Riemannian symmetric space, (G/K)~ [G/N(K)] is finite sheeted simply
connected covering. Let us denote by t~r(g, k) the universal cover of Gr(g, k). Gr(g, k)
can be identified with G/K. Because we are working with oriented foliations which
we explained earlier, we have to take the space Gr(g, k) instead of Gr(g, k).
Let us denote by E the set of all possible tangent planes tangential to all admissible
foliations o~ of G. Observe that E is a subbundle of the Grassmannian bundle of all
n-dimensional subspaces of the tangent space at each point of G. We have the canonical
projection from 1-I1:E--, G and a natural map from G • Gr(g, k ) ~ E defined as
(g, Adh(k)) ~ Lq,(Adh(k)).
Let us denote by E the universal cover of E. Then we see that this natural map lifts
to a map from G x (~r(g, k)-+/~. Further/~ is equivalent to G • (~r(g, k) over G. If we
recall that, for x ~gKh- ~ where gKh- 1~ , T~(gKh- 1) = L~,(Adh(k) ) the following map

GxG

lr2: E - + - -

Ix

defined by

Ir2(Lo.(A dh(k)) = (gh, h)
is natural. This map n 2 can be lifted to map
1-12: E ~

G

G
x ~-.

Again we remark that, we are lifting this map, because we are working with oriented
foliations. Hence we get a map 1-12:E ~ G/K x G/K which is a K-bundle.
Following the notations of [1], we define, for (goo,ho)~(G/K) x (G/K)
--

G

G

--

Ag(~o,ho) = {(~, h-)e~- x ~-: d(~, go)=d(h, ho) }.
A(go, ho) is called the diagonal centred at the point (,qoo,ho). Then from lemma 2, we
see that if(~, h)eA(goo, ho), the submanifolds gKh- 1 and goKho 1 intersect nontrivially.
Hence if (go, ho)EM~ then A(-Oo,ho) intersects M~ only at (~oo,ho) and nowhereelse.
L

Remark. Given (u, v)~ Tt~,~ ) ((G/K) x (G/K)), (u, v) is tangential to A(yo , ho), iff ][u [I =
II v II. This fact it very easy to verify. We will not prove this.
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We call the directions tangential to the fibres of the map 1-I2 as horizontal directions
and the ones tangentials to the fibres of the map H1 as vertical. Since I-I2 is a projection
in the second coordinate, I-I? t(g)=g x (~r(g, k) is mapped diffeomorphicaUy on to its
image, which is a diagonal centred at any point in the image of I--I~ t(g) under 1-I2,
as can be seen easily.
Now we start proving the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let ~" be an oriented admissible foliation of G. From the
construction of the bundle/~, we have a section Sr of/~ over G such that at each
point xEG, S~(x) is the tangent plane tangential to the oriented admissible foliation
.~ of G at that point, i.e. if x~gKh- 1 for gKh- n~:~, then s~(x) = T,:(gKh- l).
From the definition of II2: E~(G/K)x(G/K), we see that
FI2 I(M.,) = s ,(G).
Let us now assume that f is differentiable and that I[d.fll < I. Then for any

(u,v)eTq~e~ol~(M.~), since Ildfll < !, Ilull > Ilvll. Hence (u,v) cannot be tangential to
A(#,f(#)). This means that M.r is nowhere tangential to diagonals is (G/K)x (G/K).
Hence rI21(M.r
S~(G) is a differentiable submanifold of /~ which is nowhere
tangentials to vertical directions. This shows that II 1 Is~(G):S~(G)~G is diffeomorphism. Therefore the section S~ is differentiable and hence the foliation is
differentiable.
Conversely, let us start with a differentiable foliation ~J. This implies that
M~ = G r a p h ( f ) , for some strictly distance decreasing map f:(G/K)~(G/K), is a
differentiable submanifold of (G/K)x (G/K). In general from the differentiability of
the submanifold we cannot say the map is differentiable. Because the map is strictly
distance decreasing, we can conclude that it is differentiable.
Now, we shall show that [Idf II < I. f is strictly distance decreasing implies that
11df !1 ~< 1. Since S.~ is a differentiable section, Sr
FI21(M~) cannot be tangential
to any vertical direction. But one can easily see that S.~(G)= FI2 I(M ~) is tangential
to verticals iff M.~ is tangential to diagonals (G/K)x (G/K). This coupled with the
fact that M~ is tangentials to some diagonal direction iff Ildf II = I at some point
implies that II aT II < 1. This finishes the proof.
Q.E.D.

3. Topology of the space of foliations
In this section we shall describe the homotopy type of the space of foliations .~- of
G, when G/K = S".
Let

~ ( G ) = { f : G/K ~G/K: f is strictly distance decreasing}.
We observe that we have a one-one map from ~(G/K) on to the space of all admissible
foliations ~- of G with fixed orientation. Hence we study the space ~(G/K) with
compact open topology to understand the space of all admissible oriented foliations.

Theorem 3. ~(G/K) is path connected and deformation retracts to the space of constant

maps when G/K = S".
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Remark. The proofuses Borsuk-Ulam theorem as in [I]. We do not have an analogous
result for other rank-1 Riemannian symmetric spaces. Even if we do not have
Borsuk-Ulam type of result, it is enough if we can prove that the image of G/K for
any fe~(G/K), is contained in a ball of radius less than half the diameter of G/K.
For, given any f ~ ( G / K ) the cut-locus of any point f(x) is not in the image of f.
This tells us that the image has diameter less than ~/2 where diam (G/K) = re/2. Since
two geodesics starting from a point diverge up to a distance n/4, we can use the radial
contraction along geodesics starting from the centre of the ball, provided we prove
that the image lies inside a ball of radius less than re/4.
Proof. First we shall prove that .@(G/K) is path connected when G/K=S ~. Let
fe~(G/K). Since f is strictly distance decreasing, f(G/K) cannot be the whole of G/K.
Then by Borsuk-Ulam theorem there exists a pair of antipodal points (x§ x_) in Sn
such that f(x+)=f(x_)= y. This shows that l m ( f ) lies inside a ball of radius less
than n/2 where the metric on S ~ is normalized such that diam S~= zt. Then we use
radial contraction along geodesics issuing from y, to homotope f through distance
decreasing maps to the constant map y, the centre of the hemisphere containing the
image of f. This proves that ~(G/K) is path connected when G/K = Sn.

Claim. There is a continuous map c:~(G/K)~G/K such that Im (f) for each
fe~(G/K) is contained in the open hemisphere centred at c(f).
The proof follows along the same lines as that of S 2 for which a proof is given in
Lemma 9.3 of [1]. Hence we omit the proof here.
Q.E.D.
Once we have the theorem the following corollary is immediate.
COROLLARY 1.

The space of all admissible foliations has exactly # Ix/(K x K) path components.
Thus the space of all admissible oriented foliations has the homotopy type of disjoint
union of # IK/(K x K) copies of G/K.
Theorem 4. Let (G/K)= Sn. Then every oriented admissible K-foliation contains two

parallel leaves.
Proof. In Theorem C of [1] it is proved that any great circle fibration of S 3 must
contain some orthogonal pair of circles. We remark that orthogonal circles are parallel
and conversely. Hence we refer to Theorem C of [1], as the proof follows along the
same lines as that of S 2.
Q.E.D.

Concluding remarks
It will be interesting to know how far we can go in proving results of a similar kind
in the higher rank cases. If we start with a strictly distance decreasing map then we
do get an admissible oriented foliation ~ of G. But we do not have a complete
answer at present.
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